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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

TTC Special: Golf in the Caribbean
grows
Golf, a game that some have described as aristocratic, is one
of the most popular games that the Caribbean islands offer
today to tourists. The modern game of golf originated in 15thcentury Scotland at the usual level is played on a course with
an arranged progression of 18 holes over wide country areas
of slight undulations and short grass frequently near the sea....
»

TOURISM

Point of View: Eco-tourism, traditional farming life
and the greening of red Cuba
By not participating in the ravenous capitalism of the second half of the 20th century, Cuba avoided much
of the environmental degradation seen elsewhere, which prompts the question: could it be the ideal ecotourism destination, where the concrete spread of modernity has not yet smothered all before it?... »

TOURISM

It's official: Dominican Republic gardening process of
coral reef
A group of business leaders and the Eastern Aquatic Association, had begun a gardening process against

the damages sustained by the coral reef at the Bávaro resort region that has fruit over three years later....
»

EVENTS

First Congress in Havana of the Association for Latin
American Culture and Tourism
Everything is ready in Havana for the First Congress of the Association for Latin American Culture and
Tourism (ACTUAL), the Spanish company GSAR Marketing/MITM Events confirmed.... »
TOURISM

Mexican Caribbean launches unified Tourism Board
The State of Quintana Roo, one of Mexican top tourism hotspots encompassing 11 world-renowned
destinations, has launched a unified Mexican Caribbean Tourism Board to oversee promotional efforts for
less traveled destinations.... »

TOURISM

The longest red tide in Florida is killing wildlife
The longest red tide outbreak for the west coast of Florida in over a decade is killing wildlife and hurting
business and tourism on the Gulf shores of the Sunshine State.... »
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